Influence your own journey –
A career in process technology?
because with great opportunity comes great
responsibility.
If you’re open for great opportunities and the
responsibility that comes with them, we promise to
provide you with a dedicated colleague or team for
technical and practical support when you start.

Ready to shape the future?
Worldwide? At GEA?
Have you always wanted a job with tasks and
responsibilities that have a direct impact on changing
our everyday life for the better? Then here’s your
chance. GEA has a lot of opportunities to offer
candidates driven by the desire to make a difference
professionally.
We’re continuously looking for motivated people
who are eager to work in a company with focus on
technology and innovation.

We value knowledge and expertise in the fields of
automation, chemistry, food and mechanics.
Newly graduated engineers possess high-value
knowledge in these areas and, therefore, hold qualities
of great relevance and importance to GEA.

GEA might be the place for your future development. We develop

Room for development

and maintain machines ranging from the size of a shoebox up to

“My journey at GEA started through its Project Management -

the size of an eight-storey building.

International Graduate Program.

We continuously aspire to create optimal solutions. By focusing

The program gave me an in-depth understanding of the

on providing our customers with state-of-the-art solutions, we’re

company and the industry - both in Denmark and abroad. By

aiming to be market and technology leaders in our business areas.

being deeply involved in international projects from the
beginning I have gained valuable insights which I apply today to

As an employer

manage my own international projects.” At GEA, you get to work

We believe in creating an attractive workplace with room

with passionate and competent people who are experts in their

for development and new ideas, and we can offer a working

field, and the willingness to learn and develop is rewarded with

environment with international teams and a constructive and

valuable support and guidance.”

positive atmosphere.

- Project Manager, Magnus Jochumsen.

As a newly educated candidate at GEA, you’ll have lots of
possibilities of influencing your career path and professional
journey. Internal mobility is key and, whether you’d define
yourself as a specialist or a generalist, you’ll benefit from this at

Think you could be the right candidate? Then join us
on our adventure.

GEA. Moreover, we offer internal courses, which allow participants
to develop international contacts and grow global networks.
Opportunities and challenges
As we offer new candidates exciting and challenging

Learn more about what we do and what it’s like to work for us at

opportunities, we expect something in return –

www.gea.com/en/careers

